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California Dealership Adds Hyundai Hybrid and Electric EV Model Reviews
to Website

Hyundai of Moreno Valley reviews 2020 Hyundai Kona Electric EV, Ioniq Hybrid and Ioniq
Plug-In Hybrid.

MORENO VALLEY, Calif. (PRWEB) January 23, 2020 -- Drivers in California have many incredible vehicles
to choose from when shopping for a fuel-efficient car, crossover or SUV. With miles per gallon being an
important quality that drivers want and need in their new vehicle, fuel efficiency has become one of the most
important things that a shopper looks for when buying a new car, crossover or SUV. To help drivers learn more
about some of the newest vehicles that can offer impressive fuel economy ratings, Hyundai of Moreno Valley
has recently added three model reviews to its website. The model reviews offer valuable information about the
new 2020 Hyundai Kona Electric EV crossover, Ioniq Hybrid and Ioniq Plug-In Hybrid.

The first model review that fuel-efficient shoppers can learn more about by visiting the dealership’s website
offers valuable information about the 2020 Hyundai Kona Electric EV crossover. This sporty and extremely
efficient vehicle is an electric-powered compact crossover that offers gas-free miles, seating for up to five
passengers, impressive cargo space and a long list of technology and comfort features to choose from.

The other model reviews available on the Hyundai of Moreno Valley website offer a closer and more detailed
look at the 2020 Hyundai Ioniq Hybrid and 2020 Hyundai Ioniq Plug-In Hybrid. Both models can seat up to
five passengers and deliver the fuel efficiency and sporty style a driver is looking for in a new car. These fuel-
efficient Hyundai models also offer excellent safety protection and plenty of innovative features and comfort
options.

To learn more about the 2020 Hyundai Kona Electric EV, 2020 Hyundai Ioniq Hybrid or the 2020 Hyundai
Plug-In Hybrid, shoppers are encouraged to visit the California Hyundai dealership’s website by going to
www.hyundaiofmorenovalley.com. Drivers may also contact the dealer’s sales department to ask further
questions about these new models or to schedule a test drive by calling 951-900-4248.
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Contact Information
Rosetta Brown
Hyundai of Moreno Valley
http://https://www.hyundaiofmorenovalley.com/
951-900-4248

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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